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One of the depth-starboard quarter, 30 to 40 seconds after its disappearance,
charges seems to have missed just astern of the tail, the others were outside lethal
range, the U-Boat was probably shaken. (Position 50'" 34' N., 15° 19' W.)

At 1540 hours, Sunderland ZI201 started to search for the same U-Boat,
flying at 4,000 ft. The Special Equipment received a contact at 1826 hours, at
8 miles distance to port. The U-Boat was sighted from 6 miles distance, making
7 knots. It submerged when the aircraft approached to a mile and a quarter.
Three depth-charges were dropped, four failed to release, thus enlarging the spacing
to 90 ft. At 1850 hours, flying at 500 ft., the aircraft sighted a periscope feather,
a quarter mile distant, which immediately disappeared. A second attack was
made with the remaining depth-charges, 90 seconds later, but one again failed to
release. (Position 50° 00' N., 14° 08' W.)

On the 18th, Sunderland Y/IO, flying in cloud at 3,000 ft. sighted a U-Boat
6 miles ahead, making 5 knots. It submerged as the aircraft came down, at
4 miles range, but left a well-marked oily wake with frothy edges which ended at
the diving place; 100 yards on was a very faint line of oil or wake which seemed as
though it might have been made by a periscope. A stick of depth-charges straddled
the line of advance, with the centre 100 yards farther ahead. The result probably
was a miss astern, but another depth-charge was dropped a few seconds later,
100 yards still farther on. (Position 46° 43'N., 10° 43'W.)

On 21st, Beaufighter Bj248, on patrol off the Norwegian coast, saw an escort
vessel and a surfaced U-Boat. A long burst of cannon fire resulted m smoke or
dust coming off the conning tower. The U-Boat did not attempt to dive and no
one appeared on deck, nor was any return of fire noticed from the escort vessel.
(Position 58° 40' N., 05° 30' E.)

On the same day, the 21st, Whitley Lj502 spv »periscope and attacked with
depth-charges, one of which exploded alongside it. See page 17. (Position
47°53'N.,06°57'W.l . ^

On the 22nd, Whitley Oj502, flying at 5,000 ft. in cloud, a.t 1344 hours, sighted
a U-Boat making 10 knots, 5 miles distant. The aircraft circled to lose height,
keeping up sun of the U-Boat, which did not begin to submerge imtil the d^tance
had been reduced to one mile. Fire was opened with the front guns at 300-400
yards range, and then depth-charges were, released, at an angle of 60 degrees to
the U-Boat’s course, a second or two after the stern had disappeared. From the
photographs taken, a very near miss ahead is thought to have resulted, so that
the U-Boat was probably not damaged, though severely shaken. (Position
46° 54'N., 08° 27'W.)

On the 25th, Liberator Pjl20 was flying at cloud base (1,500 ft.) at 1032 hours,
in a haze, when the beam aerials received a contact 7 miles to starboard,
aircraft homed, and at about 2 miles broke cloud and sighted a U-Boat right ahead.

The conning tower and stem

The

It was of 715-ton type carrying a 3-in. or 4-in. gun.
were still visible when six depth-charges were dropped on the starboard quarter ;
the stick fell in two irregular groups because it had to be released by hand,
the explosions occurred while the stern was still out of water, and the U-Boat was
seen going straight into the last. Twenty seconds later, wliitish air bubbles, about
20 ft across, appeared between two of the depth-charge marks, due perhaps to
the final venting of the ballast. The U-Boat must have had a very severe shaking.
(Position 47° 20' N., 20° 20' W.)

On the 27th, Hudson QI600 was flying at 5,000 ft. at 0806 hours in no cloud
and sighted the wake of a U-Boat, 8 miles away ; it was going at 10 knots, and
carried a gun forward of the conning tower. The aircraft dived, and overshot,
but got in two bursts of machine gun fire and scored some hi'U. After a steep
turn an attack with depth-charges was made, at 30 degrees to the track, from the
port quarter, tliree seconds after the disappearance of the U-Boat. This was an
excellent attack but produced no evidence of concrete damage. (Position
60°08'N., 10°20'W.)

On the 28th, Hudson KI500 was flying above the clouds at 4,400 ft. and sighted
a U-Boat 7 or 8 miles ofi, at 1906 hours. With the aid of the clouds the aircraft
made a dive attack and completely surprised the U-Boat, which was still on the
surface when depth-charges exploded aU round. It disappeared bows down and
stern m the air. From subsequent indications a kill is possible. See page 18.
(Position 58° 06' N., 15° 30' W )
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the daily priorities. The primary object has always been to look for enemy shipping,
especially by watching the ports. Another constant, if minor, preoccupation has
been observation of the weather ; this has been of vital assistance to the Meteoro
logical Office.

In the first six months of 1941, sorties by the operational flights at head
quarters averaged about five a day. One day 16 were made. The regular re
connaissances covered the German North Sea ports, the Frisian Islands, and Dutch,
Belgian and French ports, usually at 20,000 or 30,000 ft., but at low levels on many
occasions. Besides the continual watch on shipping activity^ regular reconnais
sances were also made far inland over hundreds of aerodromes, well into Germany,
and at the request of the War Office, a photographic record was kept of military/
activity at dumps and marshalling yards, and of troop concentrations.' Detach
ments were also sent to Gibraltar, to observe French ships at Dakar and Casablanca,
and on tjte north and south coasts of the Mediterranean;

The detached flight in the south-west specialised in work over ports, particu
larly U-Boat bases, and aerodromes between Cherbourg and Bordeaux. Brest
became increasingly important after the arrival of the Admiral Hipper early in
1941, and the subsequent arrival of the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau. On four
occasions the whole of Brest was photographed as  a panorama from 500 ft. After
the enemy became aware of our daily reconnaissances, he constantl3^ increased his
standing patrols and his flak, and eventually put up a balloon barrage. This
naturally impeded low-level flying, and after the loss of two aircraft on two con
secutive sorties, it was decided to discontinue it except on the most urgent occasions.

The flight in the north of Scotland also recorded enemy naval activity It
was the first to sight the Bismarck and Prinz Eugen in a fiord near Bergen, on
21st May, 1941. Later it found the cruiser Leipzig at Oslo, and again at Horten.
It-saw the pocket battleship Liitzow, accompanied by destroyers, passing through
the Skagerrak on 13th June, and on the 22nd,the cruiser Nurnberg at Copenhagen.
Continued daily reconnaissance of the coast of Norway revealed a great deal of
other shipping activity which provided targets for both Bomber and Coastal
Commands. Watch was kept on aerodromes, especially those likely to form new
bases for Focke-Wolf Condors.

On one occasion the only long-range Spitfire in P.R.U. service was making a
sortie to Namsos, because of a report that naval units had been seen there. As it
came near the target, it experienced heavy and accurate flak, which stopped the
engine and put most of the instruments out of action. The engine picked up but
kept missing, so that the pilot continually lost height, but he nursed his engine
till he got back to base, and thus saved an aircraft of enormous value to the unit.
Shortly after he landed he developed delayed concussion.

By the summer of 1941 an average of 8*5 sorties were being made daily by
P-R.U. ; photographs were taken of about 20 German aerodromes each day, and
the location of major German warships was constantly made known—information **
invaluable to the Admiralty. Increasing numbers and improved types of long-
range aircraft made it possible to extend reconnaissances far into the Baltic, and
even to Genoa and Spezia, though with only a bare margin of fuel. Once a pilot
flew blind through cloud to Genoa and Spezia, photographed them, and returned,
again blind through cloud. The wind changed to head, and his petrol ran low!
By nursing his engine he contrived to stay in the air for seven hours and ten
minutes and then prepared to bale out, but caught  a first glimpse of land and
recognised it for the cliffs of Dover. He made a perfect landing in a field full of
obstacles, with two gallons left in the tank. On  a certain day in September the
flights covered Turin, Berlin, Leipzig, Stettin and Copenhagen. Another record
day in October resulted in 9,780 photographs of value. One pilot contributed
unparalleled collection from a single sortie. He was a man with an 'extremely
keen interest in long-range flying, and did the tests himself of a new type of Spitfire
designed to have an exceptional range. Afterwards he received instructions to

It to photograph Berfin but on arriving found the town hopelessly wrapped in
cloud. He turned north on his own initiative, into better weather, and photo
graphed an aerodrome. Calculating the amount of petrol available, he went on to
btettin and visited all the ports from it to Den Helder. By rationing negatives
aJid making only the essential exposures at each, they just lasted out ; there was
a little petrol to spare.
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scored, and pieces were seen flying off the vessel. On the third attack, four
250-lb. dei^th-charges, set at 25 ft., were dropped from 500 ft. The motor launch
was seen to be in their centre, and was blown up on the crest of the explosion.
Wreckage was seen when that had subsided. Three 250-lb. depth-charges were
dropped in the next attack from 500 ft., with a setting of 25 ft. (the fourth depth-
charge hung up). Once again the ̂ -essel was well within the explosion area and
was blown up on the crest. After this attack the launch appeared to be a mere
shell floating well down b^^ the stern, and was surrounded by weckage. Survivors
were seen to jump overboard with rafts and dinghies. As a single-engined aircraft
was then seen to be approaching, the Sunderland went away. (Plate 5).

Moonlight Attack on a U-Boat

Whitley FJ602 was flying on an A/S sweep over the Bay of Biscay, at 2343
hours on 1st April, in position 46° 30' N., 06° 35' W., when the reai* gunner sighted
a large ocean-going U-Boat with a conning tower of German type, fully surfaced
and going at 10_ knots. Fj502 was flying at 1,500 ft., in calm weather; there
was good visibility up the moon path, and no cloud. The beam aerials failed to

pick up the U-Boat because it was in a blind area.

The aircraft turned to starboard directly over the U-Boat, losing height, until
it reached a position 10 degrees on the starboard quarter of the U-Boat and attacked

from this bearing^ dropping live 250-lb. depth-charges (25 ft. setting, 50 ft. spacing)
from a height of 50 ft. A sixth depth-charge failed to release. The first two were
seen to fall short of the conning tower, then awash and disappearing, but the third

exploded on or just abaft it. In addition to the usual blue flash, a shower of whitish
yellow sparks were seen, and a fountain of water rose to some 15*0 ft.—it was af
least four times as high and broad as after the two first depth-charges. The

plosions of the remaining depth-charges ivere not seen by the crew, probably
because of it.

After the attack, a large foaming patch was observed on the surface, in diameter

g^pproximately equal to the lengtli of the U-Boat  ; this patch lasted about ten
ininutes. Three minutes after the explosions there was a convulsion of water 20 ft.
across, such as might be caused by an explosion or the uprush of a great quantity
of air ; it appeared towards the forward edge of the patch. Nothing further was

, though the aircraft returned one and a half hours later, and stayed 40 minutes.

Although no wreckage or bodies were seen, the U-Boat was probably des-

trovod ; such comparatively small objects would be difficult to distinguish even
●  bright moonlight. Tlie effects of the third depth-charge suggest that it lodged
^  the hull and exploded on reaching the correct depth, while the eruption of foam

minutes later from the same spot as the explosion, and the persistence of
largo foaming patch for ten minutes, point' strongly to a kiU.
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Air Figh^^^^B ISIortk Sea
On 1st and 2nd April, aircraft were detailed to find and escort Norwegian ships

bich were leaving Sweden in an attempt to reach Britain. The vessels expected
six tankers and four cargo steamers, and their speeds varied between 8 and 14

knots. To assist identification, each ship was to wear a Norwegian flag at the ensign
taff ^ white flag with " G.B.” at the foremast, and also display " I.N.” in
^ bite lettei's on the bridge top. They had been told to expect Blenheim and
Beaufighter escort, but aircraft on the search were warned not to fly too close,

because they might be fired upon, unless recognised as friendly.
During the two days our aircraft met and escorted some of the ships, and on
sorties they sighted and- had combats with many enemy aircraft. All our
returned safely, and their aircraft received no serious damage.

At 1827 hours on 1st April, Beaufighter Xj248 sighted a Ju. 88 in the position

57° 34' N. and 08° 03' E. The enemy aircraft took to cloud cover, but reappeared
two'ininutes later, about 400 yards astern of XI248, and attacked with a short
burst of machine-gun fire. Our aircraft climbed into clouds, and when it emerged

squall of sleet and snow, the enemy was not in sight.

On 2nd April there were many more combats with enemy aircraft which
suited in three being definitely destroyed.
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quarter : hits were observed on the tail plane, and the enemy took evasive
action : little return of fire was experienced. T returned undamaged.

Repulse of Air Attack on a Convoy

■  Liberator Ljl20 was engaged on anti-aircraft escort to a convoy at 1446 hours
on 5th April, in the position 44° 22' N., 05° 02' W., when a Ju.88 was seen circling
at a distance of 4-5 miles. The Liberator climbed and placed itself between
the enemy aircraft and the convoy, and the Ju.88 dived to sea level on a reciprocal
track to the convoy. Our aircraft opened fire with cannon at 600 yards and
closed to 300 yards, when the enemy aircraft jettisoned its bomb load in a stick
of three ; they exploded and the Liberator was hit by the spray. No hits were,
definitely observed on the Ju.88, but puffs came from the starboard engine, and
a white streak was seen in the water, presumably where the enemy aircraft's

propeller struck it, as the Liberator closed.
Since the cannon button had jammed, Ljl20 turned to starboard.

Tu.SS’s were seen circling, 2 miles on the port beam, and they were joined by the
Our aircraft fired a bursf from long range, and continued to circle between

Two more

1

the convoy and the enemy aircraft. The three Ju.SS’s then approached the Liberator
from its starboard beam, closing to 500 yards, but did not open fire. Our aircraft

opened up with fire from the starboard side guns, and tracer'was seen to straddle
the nearest aircraft. The enemy aeroplanes sheered off, and one broke away,
climbing rapidly to the north of the convoy. The others circled for two minutes
and then set off on an easterly course ; they were not seen again. The first Ju.88
rlimbed parallel to the convoy, and attempted to bomb it, but appeared not to

damage, for the ships did not alter course. Our aircraft feared that the
would make a low level attack, and therefore stayed between the

cause any
other two sun

and the convoy.

of a.n Enemy Tanker

pTudson was airborne at Wick at 0704 hours on 6th April, on a Vaaro
j- At lOlO hours it commenced its patrol and twenty-five minutes later

+he position 62° 10' N. 05° 05' E., sighted a tanker of approximately
,  JPnno tons, flyiug the Nazi emblem and accompanied by three escort vessels. The

'P attacked-c from land, using all available natural cover ; it flew through
rroW gull}^ to sea level, and approached the tanker on the port quarter. Four

G P- bombs (3 seconds delay) were released in a stick, approximately
"^^^'rTvards from -the target, at a height of 20 ft. and a speed of 175 knots (Plate 5).

r-rew heard a senes of thuds immediately after, and the rear gunner on looking
-from 250 yards away saw two columns of smoke amidships, rising to mast

u  During the approach the tanker had fired tracer, which passed overhead
fjeighv aircraft was flying below the level of the deck. After the bombing

ships opened up with tracer and intense cannon fire, which increased
^ the guus of the tanker also were trained seawards. . The aircraft sustained
1  -from a cannon shell on the door, and one bullet penetrated the tail plane

It rettned to base at 1324 hours. P ●
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.  Q-h& seen' and Attacked
LI502 was flying at 4,000 ft. on an anti-submarine sweep on 21st April

1  . position 47° 53' N., 06° 56' W., when a track was seen on the water
beneath the aircraft on the starboard bow, at 1532 hours. Believing it to

ahnos caused by a U-Boat, the aircraft began circling left-handed, losing height
have ? possible while keeping up sun ; cloud was 7/10 with base at 7,000 ft.

I® Equipment was not being used. The pilot flew up the track and found it
abruptly at a periscope which stood out 18 ins. or a couple of feet, throwing
-  and leaving a distinct V-shaped wake ; its speed is estimated atoff a plume

4 knots.

The aircraft attacked at an angle of 10 degrees to the U-Boat’s course, from
starboard quarter, releasing six 250-lb. depth-charges (Mark XIII pistol,

. to 25 ft- depth) from 100 ft. ; the spacing was set to 45 ft., but the aircraft
Sneed was 160 knots, making the actual spacing 55-60 ft. The rear gunner saw
P least four explosions, the first alongside the periscope, which was concealed

by the fountain.
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been attacked about once a week. About one attack in every three caused appre
ciable damage, so that ̂  U-Boat could not efficiently patrol the area inside 300
miles without becoming a ̂ casualty sooner or later during its cruise of a month
or so. The limited U-Boat activity in the region is therefore understandable.

The offensive inside 300 miles has played a large part in saving shipping,
for although the U-Boats have, of course, sufficient range to operate well outside
this range, their chances of finding a convoy are much less at large distances.
Furthermore, the assistance the U-Boats can receive from their co-operating
aircraft is less,' the further out they are. A saving of shipping has also resulted
through the deterrent effect on the U-Boats which have remained inside the 300
mile range, and thi'ough the material damage done to them. \

Fig. 1.—Distribution of
Torpedoings, north of 45°, with
respect to distance from Coastal
Command bases for different

periods.

It can be seen that, in the second

half of 1941, U-Boat activity
inside 300 miles is comparatively
small: the flying responsible for

this is shown in fig. 2.
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small number of long-range aircraft available, the d'^sity of
● ff falls very rapidly with increasing distance from base. This is shown by

th ̂ ^rurve it^ 2, which represents the flying at different distances for the period
A ̂ mst-October, 1941. At 500 miles, the density of flying is only about one-fifth
f that inside 300 miles. Thus at these longer distances the reconnaissance work
the U-Boats was not seriously harassed from the air. However, on the special

nrrasions of a mass attack on a convoy, long-range aircraft provided a certain
ount of escort as far out as about 700 to 800 miles. Such escort, even thougham
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